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Seeing Literature through Students’
Eyes: The Text Preview

> Leah Zuidema
New Voice
Students completing the text preview assignment use multimodal design, introducing
classmates to texts in ways that motivate and inform their reading.

T

he text preview assignment had its beginnings when I first saw our class literature anthology through my students’ eyes. It happened just a few weeks before
the winter term was to begin, in a semester when I had been so busy teaching new
courses that I had limited time to prepare for the introductory literature class that
would start soon. As I scanned the table of contents in the anthology that I had
selected, I realized that several of the titles and authors were new to me. I flipped
quickly through the pages, imagining my students opening their copies of the
anthology. How many of them would find almost everything in this book to be
unfamiliar? And how many, after facing so many hundreds of pages of plainly printed
text—each, at first glance, indistinguishable from the next—would write this anthology off as boring, as a “schoolish” book in the worst sense?
As I looked at the anthology from my students’ perspective, I wanted a
guide to help me choose the best of the selections that were new to me: someone
to tell me just enough of the plot of a short story to hook me into reading it, to
share with me a few lines of intriguing dialogue from a play, to give me a few
interesting details about an essay and its author in order to tempt me to read it. I
wanted an occasional image to draw my attention to a significant detail or symbol
from a poem, or a quote that hinted at characters so surprising that I simply had to
read about them for myself. What I wanted, I realized, was something like a book
cover for each of the literary selections or perhaps a set of reviews by a few trusted
friends and colleagues whose reading tastes I trusted.
I thought momentarily about creating book covers or reviews for each of
the selections that I would ask my students to read. Then I remembered that I had
limited preparation time and that, if I did all of this work, I, too, would be the one
who would do most of the learning. Instead of taking on the project by myself, I
developed an assignment that would call on student readers to create previews of
the assigned selections from the anthology. This assignment would prompt my
students to engage not only with the literature but also with each other. Together,
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the interactions with texts and classmates would help motivate and inform the
students’ reading.
Teaching toward the Previews

Experienced readers rely on a variety of strategies to help them choose what they
will read, how they will read, and even when, where, and why they will read.
Before they begin to read, they anticipate the experience, thinking ahead with
enthusiasm about what the reading will be like and about how their prior knowledge might bolster their understanding and appreciation of the text (Wilhelm 50–
56). Literacy experts point out that students can and should be apprenticed into
strategies that enable them to approach texts knowledgeably. Such strategies help
readers—even before they really settle into a literary work—to know what kinds
of background knowledge to draw on (or build) in advance of their reading, to
recognize how they can adjust their reading to fit various textual structures, and to
generate interest in and purpose for their reading (Wilhelm, Baker, and Dube;
Beers).The preview assignment calls students’ attention to these strategies, encouraging them to develop what Sheridan Blau calls “performative literacy.” This
performative literacy helps students realize that “reading, like writing, is a process
of text construction—a process through which meaning is made in the head of the
reader [. . .] through the reader’s encounter or transactions with words on a page
and in the course of conversation with other readers” (214–15).
To help students understand the rationale for the preview assignment, I led
a discussion on the second day of class about the kinds of strategies that they were
already using to find reading material on their own. Whether they read books,
magazines, online articles, blogs, or other kinds of texts, how did they find interesting material? And what kinds of information did they seek to help them make
choices about what and how to read? Students agreed that there was a disconnect
between the clues that they relied on outside of class—such as recommendations
from peers, attractive visuals, plot teasers, and obvious signals about the intended
audience—and the kind of information that seemed to be readily available to them
in literature anthologies, which is often limited to biographical information about
the author and perhaps a few lines about the original context for publication. I
showed students how to gather a few additional clues from the anthology: using
the table of contents, to discern, for example, whether a narrative was fiction or
nonfiction; reading the introductory notes for each selection carefully, to find the
original date of publication and to discover whether they would be reading a
complete work or an excerpt; and checking the acknowledgments list at the back
of the text, to find out more about where a piece had originally been published.
Additionally, we discussed how they could use search engines and websites (such as
amazon.com) to learn what both published and amateur reviewers thought of a
text, as well as to find out more about why a piece might be anthologized at all.Was
it considered representative of a certain era or movement? Was it prized for certain
literary qualities? Was it seen as controversial or provocative by a particular audi-
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ence? I noted that the kinds of strategies that we had been discussing would be
useful for completing the preview assignment, which would call on them to put
into practice the kinds of processes for text selection and reading preparation that
skilled readers often use.
Following this conversation, I talked students through the written instructions for the preview assignment (see Figure 1), asking volunteers to think aloud
about how they might have created a preview for “The Fishing Car,” an essay by
John Gierach that we had discussed during that class period. Students were reminded that the audience for previews would be their own classmates and that
their task was to combine images and words in order to pique our curiosity, to
generate interest in the selected author and text, and to help us approach the text as
informed readers. Students discussed how best to help readers anticipate the events,
style, and themes of the essay without giving too much away, and they identified
key lines from the text that might catch a reader’s eye on a book cover. They
considered what images and colors might best convey the mood of the piece.They
wondered aloud about how to include the obligatory lines of praise that shouted
out from the covers of most trade books, and they agreed that, even though it
would be okay to include actual snippets from published reviews, the short reviews
that would interest them most would be those generated by their classmates.
Talking through the assignment in this way was a helpful first step, but I
wanted to build in another checkpoint (i.e., guided practice) before students began
taking full responsibility for the previews that would be presented to the class.
Because each preview would play a significant role in setting the stage for students’
reading and therefore for our class discussion—and because there would be only
one chance to “get it right” for each text (and for each student’s grade), it was
important to ensure that students fully understood how to create effective previews. Students left class that day with an assignment: they were to read “Jewish
Christmas,” a brief essay by Faye Moskowitz, and each of them was to create a
practice preview to be posted to the discussion board in our online course management system. In addition to reminding students of the content requirements
that we had reviewed in relation to “The Fishing Car,” I also pointed out their
options for mode and design. That section of the instructions read as follows:
Use a format and medium that can handle all of the genre requirements above
AND that is easy to distribute to your classmates, either electronically or through
hard copies.You could develop a Web page, create a PowerPoint poster or
slideshow, design a brochure or flyer in Word, or choose some other format and
medium.Your design should show that you have an insightful understanding of
the text and that you can creatively motivate and inform others’ reading of the
work that you are previewing.

Students were also directed, as with the previews that they would do on their own,
to come to class ready to share the thinking that went into their previews and to
have two or three good questions prepared to contribute for small group and
whole class discussion.
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Procedures and Requirements
1. At class, sign up on the Preview schedule—either alone or with a partner—to claim
responsibility for one of the assigned texts for this class.
2. Learn what background information you can about your selected text. Then read your
text and think about what others ought to know about it before they begin reading.
Consider what would motivate and inform their reading.
3. Create your text preview document.
Genre: The document that you design should combine key elements that experienced
readers rely on when previewing texts. It should include the following:
• Visual and written information like that which is conventionally included on the
outside cover, inside jacket flaps, and front pages of a book.
• An indication about what genre (type) of text readers can expect, as well as
details about when and where the text was first published.
• A few remarks from you, and perhaps from others whose opinions readers will
appreciate; these comments should describe the text without giving all away, and
they should point out one or two best features of the text that readers will
appreciate.
Mode & Design: Use a format and medium that can handle all of the genre requirements above AND that is easy to distribute to your classmates, either electronically or
through hard copies. You could develop a Web page, create a PowerPoint poster or
slideshow, design a brochure or flyer in Word, or choose some other format and
medium. Your design should show that you have an insightful understanding of the text
and that you can creatively motivate and inform others’ reading of the work that you are
previewing.
4. E-mail your Preview document to me by the due date listed for your text on the sign-up
schedule. Your due date: _______________. I will distribute your Preview to the rest of
the class. Also submit to me, at the same time, a typed analysis (about 400 words) that
answers the following questions:
• When you read the assigned text, what did you find to be especially striking,
notable, or interesting?
• What is it about this text that you wanted to communicate to your classmates?
• How do the visual and written elements of your Preview document communicate
these things? (Be specific! Discuss what images you chose, including your use of
color, placement, shape, size, etc. Also discuss what kinds of written information
you chose to include, and explain not only your content but also your organization
and writing style.)
5. When, as a class, we discuss the text that you previewed, be ready to help lead our
discussion. Come prepared to share the thinking that went into your preview and also
have two or three good questions ready to contribute to our discussion. Your due date:
______________.
6. Remember to take good notes during class. Your written commentary on our discussion
will be due ___________________. The commentary instructions are on another sheet.
F I G U R E 1 . Procedures and Requirements for the Preview Assignment (full instructions available at
http://homepages.dordt.edu/~lzuidema/eng200handouts.htm)
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When we returned to class the following week, students met in small groups.
First, they discussed the questions that they had prepared as they read “Jewish
Christmas.” Then the students presented to their small group peers their practice
previews for “Jewish Christmas.” Each group was directed to choose one preview
that they thought had been well done—a preview that, if it were presented to other
college students before reading the essay, would creatively motivate and inform
their reading of the text. As the small groups carried out these tasks, I quickly
skimmed through the practice previews that students had posted to our online
course management system, watching for my “top picks” and for samples that would
show a variety of ways in which the assignment could be completed effectively
while also showing students’ individual creativity. When the small groups were
ready, I asked them to turn their attention to the large projection screen at the front
room where I displayed, in turn, each of the practice previews that the groups and
I had identified as good examples. Happily, many of their picks overlapped with
mine, so it was clear that we were in agreement about what would constitute a
good preview. But to make those standards explicit, I also led a short discussion of
each preview, asking group members to point out the strengths of the sample that
they had picked. They appreciated previews that included commentary such as
Jeff ’s: “Faye Moskowitz will challenge your ideas and encourage you to consider
what life is like for those who do not celebrate the ‘standard’ American holidays.”
They observed how helpful they found Anneka’s “Side Notes of Jewish Customs”
as they worked to understand Moskowitz’s cultural perspective.They praised Sam’s
skill at merging photos and written text in a way that drew their attention to
important symbols. Becky’s work to trace the original venue for publication (Jewish
Journal) was also applauded, because it helped readers consider how their reactions
might compare or contrast with the responses of that audience.
For each of the previews on display, I also pointed out a way in which the
work could be improved in the next round: for example, this one could offer some
detail about the author; the image in this next one could relate more closely or
creatively to the themes of the essay; in that one, the designer would want to
remember to proofread, provide a synopsis, include a quote, etc. The focus, however, was on what had worked well and how these aspects should be incorporated
into the previews that they would do on their own. I emphasized that what we
were seeing was good for a practice round and that the next round should be even
better, now that they had a better understanding of their options.
Using Previews to Set the Stage for Reading and Discussion

Following these practice rounds, I sent around a schedule of the short stories, essays, and plays that we would be reading that semester from the anthology. The
schedule was divided into five columns: the name of the literary work and its
author; the date when the preview would be due; the date when the class would
discuss the text; the due date for a follow-up commentary paper that called on the
students who had created the preview to share their response to the text, including
their reflection on class discussion; and an empty column for the students’ names.
Seeing Literature through Students’ Eyes: The Text Preview
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Creating the schedule called for a little logistical wrangling. We had more
students in the class than anthology selections that needed to be previewed, so
students were given the option to sign up with partners or individually. In addition
to solving a numbers problem, the option to work together had the benefit of
giving paired students additional time to talk with a partner about the literature, to
think together about the text and about how best to represent it to classmates.The
other logistical issue that I had to take into consideration was setting the due dates
for individual previews. I required students to email their previews to me two full
class periods before our class was scheduled to discuss a given text.This time buffer
worked well, because it enabled me to check the previews in advance for problems
such as incorrect information or files that would not open.
At the following session of class (the period before we were due to discuss
the text together), I put that day’s previews on display by projecting the electronic
copies stored in my laptop onto the screen at the front of the room. The student
designers were given a few minutes to share their previews, and then, before dismissing class for the day, I gave additional details about the assignments that were
due for the next period.
Displaying the completed previews when new readings were assigned helped
set the stage for reading and discussion in a variety of ways. Some of the previews
helped students activate their prior knowledge and build understanding that would
allow them to engage better with the texts. Students were, as Vygotsky might say,
able to use their existing knowledge to “[chart] new paths” for understanding literature and concepts that were new to them (152). For example, Kelly’s PowerPoint
preview for “Yom Kippur: The Day without Forgiveness” (Wiesel) was successful
at this Vygotskian schema-building on several levels.The opening slide, which displayed the title and the author’s name, was mostly visual: a photo of emaciated men
in bunks at a Holocaust concentration camp helped students recognize instantly
the setting for Wiesel’s piece. Her next slide provided concise textual information
from the Jewish Virtual Library about the customs and significance of Yom Kippur—information that would not be common knowledge to most of the students
in this class or elsewhere on the campus of our Christian college in rural Iowa.
Although her preview helped her classmates build new background knowledge, it
also enabled some of them to connect this selection with literature that they already knew: when Kelly mentioned that Wiesel had also written Night, several
students called out that they read the book in high school and it was “really good.”
Motivation for reading? Check.
The previews also helped prepare students by enabling them to see how
they could adjust their reading to fit varying textual structures. Kyle alerted the
class to the satirical nature of Swift’s “A Modest Proposal,” Steph and Traci hinted
that readers should watch for allegory in “Young Goodman Brown,” and Drew and
Gabby forecasted the “choose-your-own-ending” style of Atwood’s metafictional
“Happy Endings.” In each of these cases, students had opportunities to think ahead
about how to read the genres that they were encountering—rather than coming to
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class and being surprised to discover that a text that they had read “straight” was a
satire, parody, allegory, or social commentary about an issue or era that was unfamiliar to them.The subsequent discussions were better for it.We avoided situations
in which students felt duped on discovering midway through class that the professor had expected them—without explaining why or how—to understand a text in
a “tricky” sort of way. In such cases, instructors save their expert knowledge to play
as a trump card after students complete their readings—wowing or intimidating
students, but failing to teach them how they could arrive at similar insights independently. Blau rightly critiques such instances of “literary miseducation,” charging
that teachers are unfair when they use “privileged [background] knowledge” to
position themselves, in contrast to students, as having “extraordinary interpretive
insight” (91–92). Instead of blindsiding students, the previews gave them insight
about how they might read and discuss the texts better. On their first readings—
rather than after reading and a lecture—students were watching for signals that
confirmed what the previewers had claimed about genre and purpose, and they
came to class ready to speak with some expertise about what they had noticed
The stage for reading and discussion was also set by previews in which
students established a clear purpose for their classmates’ reading.When Leland and
Derek suggested that “A Good Man Is Hard to Find” is a story that “challenges the
‘normal’ perception of grace,” the rest of us had to think about how we might be
used to defining grace and whether or not O’Connor’s writing did indeed challenge our assumptions. In some cases, the purpose set forth for us had less to do
with any kind of debate or hot topic than it did with aesthetic reading and with
focusing on what it was like for us to experience and interact with the text as we
read (Rosenblatt 25)—for example, when Dan urged us to read “A Temporary
Matter” simply because Lahiri “writes in a very emotional way that will grab a hold
of you and take you out of reality and put you in the story.” Dan’s high praise was
good motivation for students to read, but it was also more than that. When we
returned to class the following period, students engaged in an extended discussion
of Lahiri’s style and whether it might appeal more to one gender than the other—
a discussion that was in part fueled by Dan’s preview. In this case and others, the
previewers’ response to the text gave the class a purposeful lead into reading and
conversation about the selected literature.
Deepening Personal Engagements with Literature

In addition to sparking classmates’ reading and discussion, the task of creating the
previews also prompted students to deepen their personal engagement with their
selected texts. Rather than simply relying on oral or written summaries for their
previews, the student authors faced a range of design choices about text, image,
genre, and mode (Kress). They had to think creatively and deliberately about how
best to translate and transform their private interactions with printed words into
more public, multimodal texts that would open the way for interactions among
themselves, the literary works and authors, and the class.
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To understand students’ design choices better —and to make them more
conscious of those choices—I required the student designers to accompany their
previews with a short (400 words) analysis that answered the following questions
about their work:
> When you read the assigned text, what did you find to be especially striking,
notable, or interesting?
> What is it about this text that you wanted to communicate to your classmates?
> How do the visual and written elements of your preview document communicate these things?
Students were directed to be specific about the choices that they had made about
the written and visual elements of their previews. They discussed what kinds of
written information they chose to include, explaining not only their content but
also their organization and writing style. Mike, for example, noted that his preview
of Flannery O’Connor’s “Parker’s Back” included “a quote that would summarize
the feelings of resentment that Parker held toward Sarah Ruth while expressing the
strange attraction he had to her.” He went on to explain that he placed the quotation directly above his summary of O’Connor’s story “so that the class could connect” the telling quotation that he had selected with the overall thrust of the story.
Mike and his classmates also discussed the visual elements of their designs, including their use of color, placement, shape, and size to draw readers’ attention to
important aspects of their previews. Mike’s preview PowerPoint, all in black, white,
and shades of gray, opened with a slide that included the image of a tattoo of
Christ’s face, with eyes that gazed out at us precisely as the character Parker had
described them. In his analysis, Mike accurately described the tattoo as “a suitable
image which would properly foreshadow the deeper aspects of the story,” including the author’s “use of imagery and religion.” The analyses that Mike and his
classmates completed made it clear that students had thought carefully about what
they were reading and about their own reactions to the texts in order to create the
previews and to explain the rationale for their design.
Looking Back, Looking Ahead

As I look back on the first semester of using the preview assignment, I appreciate
what worked well, but I also see potential for improving the assignment. In some
cases, students did more copying and pasting of information about authors and of
critical commentaries than I would have liked. Although these students were usually careful to attribute their borrowings to their sources, I am concerned that they
did not do enough to make the information their own. For my classes, future
versions of the assignment will prompt students to choose the most relevant and
interesting details about authors and about critics’ reception of the work. Students
will be urged to integrate such information into their own writing and to avoid
putting long quotes into their previews to fill space.
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On a similar note, most students followed my instructions about giving
attribution for the images that they borrowed. However, we did not talk much
about fair use, about how they might alter the images, or about shifting definitions
of text, authorship, and ownership. The preview assignment seems like a natural
opportunity to bring students into these kinds of discussions and, in doing so, to
enable them to see that they are active “prosumers” (producer-consumers) of texts
(Anderson). In the end, this is what the preview assignment is all about. It invites
students to see literature through their own eyes, to make that vision “real” through
multimodal design, and to share their perceptions with each other in a way that
inspires insightful reading and discussion. <
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CALL

FOR

P RO P O S A L S : 2009 G R A D UAT E R E S E A R C H N E T WO R K

The Graduate Research Network (GRN) invites proposals for its 2009 workshop, June
18, 2009, at the Computers and Writing Conference hosted by the University of California,
Davis. The C&W Graduate Research Network is an all-day pre-conference event, open to
all registered conference participants at no charge. Roundtable discussions will group those
with similar interests with discussion leaders who will offer suggestions for developing
research projects and finding suitable venues for publication.We encourage anyone interested or involved in graduate education and scholarship—students, professors, mentors, and
interested others—to participate in this important event.The GRN welcomes those pursuing work at any stage, from those just beginning to consider ideas to those whose projects
are ready for publication. Participants are also invited to apply for travel funding through
the CW/GRN Travel Grant Fund. Deadline for submissions is May 30, 2009. For more
information or to submit a proposal, visit our website at http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/
writling/GRN/2009/index.html or email jwalker@georgiasouthern.edu.
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